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MAKING APPS 
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INTRODUCTION 

We all know that mobile apps are all about the games, 

but being teachers and all, we should probably try 

to make some educational apps as well. 

 

In this unit, we will focus on creating a review and  

quizzing app, called FlashQuiz. The app can work in  

two modes – as digital flashcards to help students  

review definitions and as a simple quiz to check for 

mastery. 

 

The task of creating this quiz app provides a wonderful 

opportunity for us to learn more about arrays in  

JavaScript. As we will see, arrays allow us to easily  

handle small datasets in our programs.   

LEARNING GOALS 

 Define and manipulate arrays in JavaScript 

 Shuffling arrays and producing random outcomes in programming 
 

Take a quiz in a flash! 
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GETTING SET UP 

Once again, we will begin with the existing code. 

 Download the project files: http://media.mivu.org/mvu_pd/advapps/FlashQuiz.zip 

 Extract the project folder from the zip file. The folder should contain six files: 

o index.html The main page that begins the app 

o flashcard.html The page that runs the flash card portion of the app 

o quiz.html The page that runs the quiz portion of the app 

o flashQuiz.css The primary stylesheet for the app 

o align.css A secondary stylesheet to handle some alignment issues 

o flashQuiz.js The JavaScript file containing variables, procedures, and functions 

http://media.mivu.org/mvu_pd/advapps/FlashQuiz.zip
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TESTING THE APP 

 Open the index.html file using a modern web browser  
(Google Chrome is recommended).  

 When the web app opens, it should look like the image at  
right. (Resize your browser to make it the approximate  
dimensions of a mobile device.) 

 The two boxes are links. Explore both the flash card and  
quiz portion of the app to see how the same set of terms 
and definitions is presented in two different ways. 

 Be sure to read the instructions in gray at the bottom of  
each page, which explain how to use the app. 

 Notice that the flash cards and quiz questions appear in 
a randomized order. 

 

MAKING SENSE OF THE CODE 

As with every app we will make, we want to be sure we understand exactly what the code is doing. 

 Go through the index.html, quiz.html and flashcard.html files line by line to examine how the 
code functions. Notice that we now use “classes” in addition to “ids” to help keep track of various 
page elements.  

 Next, explore flashQuiz.js and read through the code. Take special note of:  

o Where the terms and definitions are created 

o The role randomization plays throughout the app 

o How arrays carry and keep track of the terms and definitions. 

 If you need help making sense of the code, watch this instructional video: (http://bit.ly/N4fEG7) 

 To solidify your understanding, try making small changes to the code and explore the impact it has 
on the web app. For example: 

o Customize formatting details in the app, such as the colors, terms, and definitions. 

o Change the flash card functions so that it only pulls terms from the first half of the list. 

o Modify the quiz so that the last term listed as a possible answer is always the correct one.  

http://bit.ly/N4fEG7
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CHALLENGES  

This app has the potential to be really useful in the classroom,  

but it could benefit from a few improvements. Complete at least 

two of the challenges below. Create a zip file of the completed 

challenges so that you can submit your work for credit.  

Challenge 1 – Review in Order: Some students may prefer to 

review the terms in order rather than randomly. 

Change the flash card functions so that the  

terms appear in the order they were defined. 

 

Challenge 2 – Multiple Decks: Define more than one “deck”  

of flash cards. On the opening page, let students 

choose which set of terms they want to review. 

 

Challenge 3 – Image Review: Modify the app so that students 

can review images rather than terms.  

 

Challenge 4 – Keeping Score: Modify the quiz functions so 

students can select a particular answer and then 

be told whether they are right or wrong. For an  

extra challenge, display the student’s score. 

 

If it has been a while since you have actually tried to put one of your apps onto a mobile device, this 

would be a great time that again. You can revisit the Unit 2 directions for a reminder of the process. 

 
EDMODO CONNECTION 

Return to the Edmodo course page to submit your completed challenges. 

 

Between the CowPoke game and the FlashQuiz app, we have explored some of what is possible in 

creating mobile apps by combining JavaScript with the power of PhoneGap Build. Based on your 

experience so far, what new ideas do you have for apps that you would like to try to make in the 

future? Share a few of your ideas with the class on Edmodo.  
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